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and death are the critical elements that collectively identify and direct the
selfs search for authentic well-being and worth.
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The process of becoming

The term "personality adjustment" is used to describe personal adequacy,
self-fulfillment, and psychological maturity. Yet the term is one-sided, since it
implies the individual's "coming to terms" with society, but not his active in
volvement. Does a well-adjusted person simply match his behavior with the
norms of appropriateness set up within his culture? Does it follow that an in
dividual is maladjusted when he disregards societal norms?

Objective observation of human behavior indicates what aperson does, but
not what he is. Diagnosis of personality adjustment merely by external criteria
is misleading. A purely normative adjustment to society's expectations may
be unhealthy, even degrading. Behavior patterns set forth as desirable by
totalitarian governments are an example of such growth-inhibiting norms.
Besides that, every man has aunique personality with particular characteris
tics and needs that should be considered.

Because of these considerations, contemporary psychology emphasizes the
need for deeper insight into the individual's "phenomenal field." The internal
frame ofreference of the individual involved provides the clue. As Combs and
Snygg indicate, a well-adjusted person perceives himself as striving toward
self-fulfillment.1 His goal is not conformity, but personal adequacy. If he ap
pears socially adjusted, his attitude toward society is an outgrowth of the pro
cess toward self-enhancement from within.
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Thedynamics of the process. Psychoanalytic determinism sawmanprimarily
asa productof hisenvironment. Contemporary personality theories are largely
reversing this trend. The individual's role is not merely re-active, but also
active. Man is influenced from the outside, but he organizes and controls his
environment as well.

Rogerscallsthis dynamicinteraction of the free behaverwith his environ
ment "existential living,"2 while Combs and Snygg perceive the process in
termsof the phenomenal field and man's self-concept: "Without a degree of
fluidity, the individual would be unable to adjust to the changing circum
stances in which he must live his life and find need-satisfaction."3 Man does

not stand still. His existence is a constant processof becoming.
The dynamics of psychological growth find parallels in man's religious de

velopment. Aquinas interpreted these processes in terms of his "potency-act"
theory.4 A modern theologian, Alonden, echoes this age-old conviction:

Moral growth does not occur at the pace of technical development, in which an
effort is made to reduce the time clement as far as possible or even eliminate it
altogether, but according to the rhythm of organic growth, slowly and gradually.5

In the view of Rogers, the process of growth is often painful.6 Gleason
supports this view, and adds from his theological frame of reference that
"... suffering is absent from almost no periodof truly human growth. To cast
off old attitudes and remake one's self is a painful, at times an agonizing
experience.. ."7

Psychology and religion movein the same general direction toward the in
dividual's self-fulfillment, but they differ in motivation and goal-setting. Psy
chology perceives man in his natural milieu; theology views him in his rela
tionship with God. Man is to exist fully in order to implement the plan of his
Creator. Self-fulfillment is a goal that had beenset for man by God's creative
design.

Man and the world. Platonic and Manichaean influences within Christian

theology obscured for too lone the positive orientation of religious growth.
Believers were taught that their growth to religious perfection depended on
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their renouncing "the world." This is the predominant thesis of many reli
gious classics, for instance The Imitation of Christ by Thomas aKempis.8

The disdain for material things and for the principle of need-satisfaction
persisted in spite of formal condemnations of Manichaeism in the Christian
community. Occasional attempts were made by theologians to form a more
positive attitude toward the body and the material world. But puritanical
tendencies usually gainedthe upper hand.

In recent years several articulate theologians have attacked the problem
with new vigor, among them Teilhard de Chardin. Francouer presents Teil-
hard'sbasic position asfollows:

To remedy this un-Christian dualism, this schizophrenic dichotomy, which sees
the spirit as good and matter as evil, was one of Teilhard's primary preoccupa
tions First of all, in any material effort or accomplishment, a struggle is im
plied, a victory over inertia and laziness Besides this, in each piece of truth,
beauty, knowledge or good, there is hidden the necessity and compulsion for a
transcendence and passing beyond. "Nothing here below is profane for those
who know how to see."9

Only inthis joyful acceptance of all reality, including its secular sector, can a
religious person find both psychological maturity and religious perfection.

Psychological views

The problem of adjustment and personal adequacy is psychologically
perceived from different points of view. Some of the theoretical models are
now briefly discussed.

The perceptual view. Combs and Snygg emphasize the internal frame of
reference in defining personal adequacy. An adequate person views himself
inpositive terms. He accepts his assets and liabilities. Combs and Snygg state:
"The admission of the existence of unflattering truth about self is often the
first step toward more effective behavior."10 Inspite ofimperfections, the well-
adjusted person recognizes his worth and integrity.
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Adequate people feel free. They feel no need to defend themselves against
attacks from the outside. Such attacks are perceived as challenges, while secur
ity comes from within. Independent behavior is typical of personal adequacy.
So is the generous acceptance of others with all their human characteristics.
This spirit of freedom is strongly emphasized by Combs and Snygg:
One outgrowth of the combination of acceptance and identification in adequate
personalities is a greater responsibility and humility where others are concerned.
With less pressing need for self-aggrandizement they can be content with sec
ondary roles.11

Openness to reality produces more efficient behavior. Being less self-
centered, adequate people can afford to be genuinely interested in their work
and in social issues. They have "the feel" of reality and are optimistic about
their chances in tackling problems. They are nonrigid, fluid, yet consistent.
Since they perceive unusual relationships that other people miss, adequate
persons develop adeeper sensitivity and genuine interest, and become creative
in the true sense of the word.

Linked with personal adequacy are ethical values that Combs and Snygg
equate with "... love, respect, and the dignity and integrity of man ..." and
that they describe as "... absolute essentials to the very existence of life."12

The theory of personal adequacy as proposed by Combs and Snygg is sup
ported by Carl Rogers."

Maslow's view. Abraham Maslow is well known for his theory of human
needs, which he structures according to a definite hierarchy." However, his
scientific accomplishment reaches beyond this point. He proposes afresh view
on personality adjustment through his theory of"B-cognition" (cognition of
being) and of "peak experiences" that accompany self-actualization."

Maslow's theory borders on psychological mysticism. Man is seen as
merging with the fullness of reality, transcending his individual world ofneed-
satisfaction. Avaguely described area of "productiveness, autonomy and self-
realization" opens up to him. Maslow explains:

*•—- *~ - --T.~
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Myfindings indicate that in the normal perceptions of self-actualizing people and
in the more occasional peak experiences of average people, perception can be
relatively ego-transcending, self-forgetful, egoless. It is only in this existential
sweep that man is more integrated, more open to experience, more spontaneous,
morecreative, more independent on his lower needs and on his environment.15

MarceVs view. Gabriel Marcel's philosophy proposes a parallel idea of man's
participation in being. The individual is part of material reality ("incarnate
modeof existence") and of humansociety.Yet hispresence ismeaningless un
less he relates to others in a truly human way. This happens when he freely
chooses to become "available." The term implies openness, readiness to re
spond, even to surrender. Man thus becomes an authentic person and is able
to transform his "community" into a "communion."

An authentic person approaches his fellow-men through the "I-thou" re
lationships. Breaking through his selfish shell, he opens himself to the "thou"
of his fellow-man. Genuine existence of a human being involves "being with
others." In the "I-thou" relationship man offers himself to otherswith friend
ship andsympathy and becomes co-present to them, no matter how far away
theymaybephysically. He creates anatmosphere of freedom.

In Marcel's view, the distinction between intelligence and love melts away
in persons who relate on the "I-thou" level:

Between love and intelligence, there can be no real divorce. Such a divorce is ap
parently consummated only when intelligence is degraded, or if I may be al
lowed the expression, becomes merely cerebral; and, of course, when love re
duces itself to mere carnal appetite. But this we must assert, and as forcibly as
possible; where love on one side, where intelligence on the other, reach their
highest expression, they cannot fail to meet.15

Marcel indicates that the "I-thou" relationships are marked by fidelity to
one'sownselfand to the other person's "thou." Fidelityisclosely linkedwith
hope and love. The three concepts have ontological significance. They are
related to the theological virtues of faith, hope, and charity. Marcel, the be-
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liever spells out the rationale of his unitary view: Fidelity to one's fellow-man
isbased onhope in theabsolute "Thou"thatis God.

fronmts view. Erich Fromm sees true self-enhancement in balancing the
human need for love and belonging with the need for individuation and in
dependence. The central theme of Fromm's theory is man's capacity for love:
Whatever complaints the neurotic patient may have, whatever symptoms he may
present are rooted in his inability to love.... Analvtic therapy is essentially an
attempt to help the pat.ent gain orregain his capacity for love.' If this aim is not
fulfilled nothing but surface changes can be accomplished."

Fromm devoted an entire book to the topic of love, which, in his view, pro
duces balance, maturity, responsibility, and aproductive way of life:
In contrast to symbiotic union, mature love is union under the cftndition of pre
serving one's mtegrity, one's individuality. Love is an active power in man- a
power which breaks through the walls which separate man from his fellow men, •
which unites him with others; love makes h,m overcome the sense of isolation
and separateness, yet it permits him to be himself, to retain his mtegrity.15
Analytic views. In this context, other surprising parallels emerge. Even the
biologically-oriented Sigmund Freud emphasizes the movement away from
self-centcrcdncss as the basis of maturation and psychological growth'. In his
view, there are two essential marks of maturity: the ability to love and the
ability to work.18

Jung, too, points out the need of the mature man to transcend himself and to
reach out beyond. Jacobi paraphrases Jung's position as follows: "Exclusive
self-reliance makes for spiritual pride, sterile brooding, and isolation within
ones own ego."2" Jung postulates "the archetype of the God-ima<-c," which
helps the indnidual reach out for the ultimate peak of transcendence.

Suvrmary of the psychological views. The foregoing investigation has pointed
out certain variables that are repeatedly linked with personality adjustment.
Itis fair to conclude that the process of growth toward adjustment and matur-
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ity involves: 1) self-enhancement, 2) infreedom, 3) through positive accept
ance of self and others, 4) by transcending self-centeredness through love,
5) andmade evidentthrough creative work. We ask now whether these five
characteristics can also be found in the process of religious growth.

Religious views

Judaco-Christian theology deals with God's revelation. Building on revealed
premises, it forms theological conclusions that coverevery important area of
life, including man's behavior. The latter is systematically investigated by
moraltheology. Criteriaof moralityare objective, such as the natural law sum
marily contained in the Ten Commandments, and subjective, such as the un
impaired reasoning powerand the free willof the behaver.

Moral self-enhancement. The basis of religious morality is man's decision to
structure hisbehavior accordingto God's law as it is inherent in the nature of
reality. It is the index of direction toward human self-development. This is
the man-centered level of morality, which aims at the establishment of "au
thentic humanity" in every individual. Sin is considered an offense of God,
since it nullifies God's creative design for man's growth. .Monden suggests that
sin is for man a self-inflicted wound, a matter of growing in the wrong direc
tion, an opportunity willfully spurned, a chance for progress turned into
regression.21

When we read the stark, negative language of the Ten Commandments, we
may havedifficulties in relatingGod's moralcode to positiveself-enhancement.
However, "Thou shalt not kill" can be expressed equally well as "You shall
protect and maintainlife." By creating an atmosphereof mutual respect among
men, the Ten Commandments (Exod. 20:2-17) enhance personal growth in
a society that accepts them. Conversely, a society typified by disrespect for
theindividual blocksboth personal growth and communitylife. In this context,
the Ten Commandments reveal their positive socialcharacter.

Freedom of option.The morality of any action is directly linked to the free-
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dom of cho.ce of the individual. If freedom is lessened, the gravity of atrans
gression ,s lessened as well. By the same token, apositive moral act is valuable
only insofar as ,t is done in freedom. Recent studies emphasize the need of
freed,™ many religious commitment that is contrasted by the compulsive
over-determination of the immature.22 An inhibited individual may have com
mitted little moral evil, but his life may also have been barren of posiuve mor-
al accomplishments. r

It. certain cases when repressed freedom is falsely equated with religious
5STf h"ft^ " SMrCh /0r ^ >**>£«*» may tempor^

be e^tentniairvPO,f1ti0K|t0,GOd' ^""^ °bjccrivc,r ™^ ™X "-ertheless not
«S^fc(V thC "^ C°re °f thC P"»"). because in such a
S PfZugriffwh' h 'CCtT C,0n"Pt bUt n0t With the "»>. ^ndamentalgrasp (Zaigriff) which occurs in the basic art of freedom.25

iZTmCe "fSe'f, ^ °the"- Jud-°-Christian theology always acceptedmans eXist the wor|d as ^ ^.^ ^f^,,^ J<
Toufh m'f^ f ^ eXtCndCd C° "" eXperienCeS that the lnd-id-' *»though his intellect and sense perception. Man's experiences must be spon-fcmeous rf ^ arc t0 be ^^ Spontanei ^^ ^ P
mf no,, immaturity. Repressed spontaneity that denies" the existence of
eaZTwne^CnCnCeS,.Ieads)t0 lmmaturity of *« inhibited, rigid type. Both
extremes block personality adjustment and religious growth
pe^l ftTw * " f°Und " mnn'S °PCnn« '° M™*y - "enters hisperceptual field. However, to remain responsible and loyal to his value struc-
mr ma„ should be able to examine his spontaneous experiences "from adis-
fcnce and to integrate them into his personal life style. Such stock-taking re
quires strength, since it involves setting limits to one's plans and desires As
iln'JrT °Uu DeP'h',SoI'dity' and individuality depend upon self-limita-
-gely ™XkedPSy g'Cal meani"g °f re%'°US ""^^ haS been
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The difference between the spontaneity of the believer and of the unbe
liever lies in their respective value structures. The religious person takes stock
of his experiences and inclinations in the light of God's revelation, while the
unbeliever uses his own criteria.

The meaning of love. In theology, the concept of love is parallel with the
psychological and philosophical constructs ofFromm andMarcel, respectively.
However, it contains an additional dimension. Jesus teaches the love of self
and neighbor, but he also emphasizes the duty to love God above all (Matt.
22:37-40). Love anchored in Godis thesupreme criterion of religious perfec
tion.

Monden considers love the stepping stone from the "moral" to the "reli
gious" level of human behavior because ". . . this intimacy itself must become
the onlynorm of the new ethical conduct of the human partner in his dialog
with God."25 On this "religious" level, virtue and sin gain a new dimension
that transcends the meaning of an action in terms of self-enhancement. All
virtues arebut facets of man's loving union with God; everysin isa deliberate
rejection of God's love, an act of inner hatred. The basic orientation of love
or hatred isequally directed toward oneself and other people. It grows intoa
general framework within which theindividual organizes his behavior.

Creative work. Man's basic attitude of love finds expression through crearive
work paired with social responsibility. William Alenninger views the capacity
for consistent workastheultimate result of the maturation process.28 The well-
known principle of Freud characterizing amature person by his ability to love
and to work has been mentioned earlier. Freud, the agnostic, reflects almost
verbatim thesixth-century philosophy of St.Benedict, whoasked of hismonks
thatthey pray and work. Prayer is, ofcourse, verbalized or conceptualized re
ligious love. A man of religion at the dawn of the Middle Ages and a man of
science at the dawn of the modern scientific era formulated identical charac
teristics ofawell-adjusted human being.

. "XJ11 W.ll pil
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Summary

In asummary of the findings of this study, the Mowing conclusions and
implications emerge.

Conclusions:

1. There are striking similarities between the processes of psychological and
religious growth. The psychological and theological concepts characteriz
ing the processes are not mutually in conflict.

2. The concept of freedom of option is identical in psychology and theology
3. The concepts of self-enhancement, acceptance, transcendence through

love, and creative work differ in the two disciplines only with regard to
motivation and range, but not in basic content.

4. Since their goals are not identical, psychology cannot replace religion, and
vice versa.

5. Natural personality adjustment precedes religious growth at least logically
it not chronologically.

Implications:

1. Although the merger of roles of apsychologist and aclergyman in one per
son is usually not practical, clergymen need enough training in behavioral
sciences to distinguish between psychological and religious variables

2. To help their clients effectively, psychological counselors should not
discount the religious dimension of behavior.

3. The most effective strategy ,n assuring personality growth can be found
in concrete interdisciplinary co-operation of educators, psychology, and
pastoral counselors. "
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